
Innovative Baggage Scanner 
Faster, easier and more accurate security screening 

 

 
Security and Operational staff always struggled to balance the need to provide enhanced security without hindering easy entry. Queues at airport and stadium gates are a common sight and a ‘pain’ that sometimes tends to ‘lower the guard’ of the Security staff. The recent bombing at the Stade de France stadium in Paris proves that it is just as necessary to have stringent checks at sporting venues as it is at airports. Sporting venues can and will be targeted by terrorist groups.  The biggest bone of contention between fans and stadium security has been over the screening of bags. A few years ago, the National Football League implemented a new bag policy that only allows clear plastic, vinyl or PVC bags to be brought into games. Besides, these bags must be less than 12 inches by six inches by 12 inches. This obviously ruffled a few feathers among fans, especially women who were also not permitted to carry their purses into games. Aside from the inconvenience, many people are also uncomfortable with having security personnel go through their personal items.   An automated, self-service security screening system, developed by Qylur Intelligent Systems, enables people to submit their bags for screening without assistance from a guard. This is a large, 



portal-like system arranged in a shape similar to a beehive that contains five hexagonal cells for the screening of bags.  

  As people approach the entry to the stadium they open the front door of one of the cells, place their bags in and then they move to the back after they go through a metal detector.  While they are screened for anything on them, the bags are screened inside the Scanner. The requirement of guards is minimal and no one touches the bag or the belongings. The person places a bag inside, and the door locks. Inside the Scanner, various sensors scan the bag for weapons and other banned items. If the bag is determined to be safe, the door unlocks. If a suspicious object is detected, an alarm goes off to begin a security procedure. While the system performs automated detection of some of the most important threats, there’s also a screener, located remotely in the control centre or command post of the stadium, who has access to the images in real time. The screener can alert the field security staff if they see anything odd and can also ‘hold’ the bags if necessary. This is a collaborative detection process where both the machine and the screener can ‘flag’ a suspicious bag. The system is capable of performing hundreds of scans within the span of an hour. The system can process 600 people an hour—five at a time—and needs only four human operators. However, effective throughput depends on whether the operator allows only one person per scan or let multiple people scan their belongings within a cell at a given time.   The Scanner uses a combination of multi-view x-rays, chemical sensors and artificial intelligence. The unique artificial intelligence aspect of this Scanner allows it to “learn” about different objects, making it better at distinguishing threats from ordinary items. For example, in a rainy city, the Scanner might quickly learn the shape of an umbrella. This intelligence allows the Scanner to be personalized based on the venue. At an amusement park it might learn how to detect picnic foods and allow them to pass unimpeded, while a machine at an alcohol-free concert venue could quickly learn the signature of vodka hidden in a bottle of soft drink.  



     
Conventional Baggage Scanners   Applications Any large venue that requires a rapid throughput without compromising on security would be a target for this innovative Scanner.  

 Stadiums and arenas 
 Theme parks 
 Museums  
 National monuments  
 Airports  Summary  
 The Scanner uses a combination of multi-view x-rays, chemical sensors and artificial intelligence. 
 The Scanner has the ability to ‘learn’ from how contents in the bag change or if there are new discoveries being made at other sites. 
 The Manufacturer offers a complete infrastructure that includes an outer layer running online in the ‘cloud’. 
 With the Scanner onsite and the other layer online, the Scanner not only automates detection but it also helps itself ‘evolve and learn’. 
 Beehive design of the Scanner enables higher throughput and reduces inconvenience to people. 
 This is a relatively new Scanner and the reference list of installations is limited. The system was used at the World Cup in Brazil and recently installed at Levi’s Stadium in Santa Clara, California.  
 Presently only one manufacturer with no competition.    ----------------------------------------------------------      


